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EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS FOR HYPERBOLIC

SYSTEMS OF FIRST ORDER WITH DISCONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS^)

BY

HANG-CHIN LAI

ABSTRACT.   The weak solution of the Cauchy problem for symmetric hyper-

bolic systems with discontinuous coefficients in several space variables sat-

isfying the fact that the coefficients and their first derivatives are bounded in

the distribution sense is   identically  equal  to zero if it is exponential decay.

1. Introduction.   For hyperbolic systems of first order with sufficiently

smooth coefficients, the existence theorem and the uniqueness theorem of solu-

tions for the Cauchy problem were proved by Petrovskir', Leary and others (cf.

Gel'fand [3]).   Gel'fand [3] proposed the question of what conditions assure the

existence and the uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problem in the case of

discontinuous coefficients.   Recently, Conway [l], and Hurd and Sattinger [4]

investigated such problems.   Conway proved the existence theorem for the case

of a single linear equation in several space variables and the uniqueness theorem

for a quasi-linear equation.   Hurd and Sattinger proved the existence theorem for

the case of first order hyperbolic systems in several space variables and the

uniqueness theorem in the case of one space variable.   They also proved the ex-

istence theorem and the uniqueness theorem for hyperbolic equations of second

order.   On the other hand, Masuda [5] proved a theorem on the exponential decay

of solutions for hyperbolic equations with smooth variable coefficients.   In this

paper we shall prove a result on the exponential decay of weak solutions for

first order hyperbolic systems with discontinuous coefficients.

2. Preliminaries and the main result.   Let En+    be the  (72 + l)-dimensional

Euclidean space with points denoted by  (x, t), where x is a point in the «-dimen-

sional Euclidean space and is denoted by its coordinates  (x., x-, • ■ ■ , x ).   Let

3)  be the half space  \(x, t) £ E"     \t >  0!.   The hyperplane Z = 7 is denoted by

77 .   We consider two (vector-valued) functions u = (22., u , ■ • • , u.) and v =

(vy v   , ■ • • , 17.) defined in 3)  and put
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/

(u, v) = 2_j u,v ■    and     |a|2=(a, a).

z'=l

The space L  (l))  is the Hubert space consisting of all measurable functions

u = (a,, a2, • • • , u.) for which

ffi)\u\2dxdt<°°.

For brevity we use the notation

(a, u) = || a|| 2=   fyu\2dxdt.

In the following,  / e L.     (0)  for a function or a vector-valued function /

defined on a region Í1  in some Euclidean space means that / or every component

of / is square integrable on every compact subset of 0.

Now we consider the following Cauchy problem of the first order symmetric

hyperbolic system:

(1) Ía+ Y—iAiu)+ Bu+ C=0,
dt        f^[ dx{

(2) uix, 0) = xfeix),

where A1   (l < i <«)   are Ixl symmetric matrices,  B  is an  Ixl matrix,  C is

an  / x 1  matrix and each element of these matrices belongs to  L,      (2)).   More-
e 1 oc

over, we suppose that A1, B  and their first derivatives in the distribution sense

are bounded in 3).

A (vector-valued) function a  is called a weak solution of the Cauchy problem

(1), (2) for the Cauchy data xfeix) £ L2    ÍHA  if u £ L2    (D) satisfies (2) and
J T 1 o c      u 1 O c

L z'=l z

+ fH   (xfe, cfe)dx-  $H(u, cfe)dx=0

tot any t  (> 0) and for any function cfe £ C [0, °°; H„'   (E")].   Here the space

E¿,2(E") is the closure of C^ÍE") by the norm

w1=/rr Ziöj ^l2^^

and the space  C  [0, oo; //_•(£")]  consists of all functions  cfe with the following

properties:   (i)   cfe is measurable in  E",  (ii)   for almost all t £ [0, oo), the func-
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tion c/>(x, z) in x belongs to H'2(En), and (iii)   the norm  ||<p||j   as a function of

Z belongs to  Cl([0, oo)).

The theorem which we shall prove is as follows:

Theorem.  Suppose that u £ L.     (3))  is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem

for the symmetric hyperbolic system

(4)

(2)

ALu+Y--(Aiu) + Bu=0,
at       f-i<3x.

2= 1 2

22(x,   0) =  lfl(x)

under the assumption stated above. Further suppose that the following conditions

(i), (ii) and (iii) are valid:

(i) The coefficients A', B and their first derivatives in the distribution sense

are bounded in 3).

(ii)   Let Az = z' - Z,   Ax. = x'.  - x.,   and A.A' = A'(x,, x,, • ••, x'., • • • , x , t)
! ! I l 12 2 '77

- A7(x., x , • • • , x , t). Then there exist nonnegative locally integrable functions

v(t), ait) (7 = 1, 2, • • • , 72) bounded in  [O, 00] such that, in 3),

|(BAf)|<"(í)(í,f),
'A.A1

I ■6£
<■*/*><££>    (»'= 1,2, •••, 22)

/or £27zy vector tf.

(iii)   For öTry compact set H    in 77 ,   there exists a constant  K (> O) swci

z7>£zz

f   (22, íi)rfx< Ke   2aí,       í e[0, 00),

for any constant  a> 0.

Then  u  is identically equal to zero in 2).

3.   The energy inequality.   We modify the coefficients of (4) by the standard

mollifier method.   Let w^ "  (k = 1, 2, - - - ) be an infinitely differentiable nonneg-

ative function on   E"  with support contained in   |x| <^ 1/k  and satisfying

fEn w^k '(x) dx = 1.   Further, let w\   ' (k = 1, 2, ■ • • ) be an infinitely differentiable function

on (- 00, 00) with compact support   |z| < 1/k and satisfying f^   w{2\t) dt = 1.

Denote by w^y, s) the product t¿7^1;(y) w^(s).   For any function / locally

integrable in 3),  we put

fk(x, z) = / * ti/^x, z) = J L f(y, s) wk(x - y, t - s) dy ds.
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Then /,   ik = 1, 2, •■ •)  is infinitely (many times) differentiable in 5) and /,   tends

to / in the  Lp-norm  (p >^ l)  on every compact subset of J)  as    k tends to infinity.

We put A Ax, t) = íak Ax, t)) fot a matrix A(x, t) = ia.{x, t)) with a.. £ L2    (3)),
rZ i   J tj IJ IOC

where a. \x, t) - a{. * wAx, t).   In such a manner, we consider matrices A*

(i = 1, 2, • • •, 22) and  ß,   for matrices A1  (2 = 1, 2, 3, • • • , 22)  and  B  in (4), re-

spectively.   Thus we have a system

(4') lu+f^^iAiku)+Bku=0.
dt        *-^dx.      * *

z= 1        z

First we have the following

Lemma 1.   The conditions in the Theorem imply that

(ii)    there exists a nonnegative function pit) £ L,     ([0, 00))  being bounded

and satisfying

Vilar)*«
z'=l

<p(t)it,0

for any  ¿j.

Proof.   It is almost obvious that there exists f„ £ L.     ([0, 00))  satisfying

\(Bk€,€)\ <v0it) (t rf ).   In fact, we have

l(B,¿0|
«*.;'= l

=    JJ    X<   *i/y« AlÇ^.wA.x- y,  t-s)dyds\
I        z'.;'=l I

<   /f n u^>(* - y) a> J" As) w[2\t - s) ds £ ¿j

= / J~ „(,) w[2Kt - s) & fi ^ = „00)<£ £)

where i/n(r) =  IT i4» t^(, 2) (i - s) as e L1     ([0, 00))  and bounded.
\) J xj k. loc

Next we have only to show that there exist nonnegative functions p. it) £ Lj oc([0, 00))

(t = 1, 2, ■ • ■, n) being bounded such that

\AdA*k/dXi)cj, &\<nlà{& O     (z= 1,2,3, ■••, 22).

Since   ( [A.A'/Ax. + p.it)] cf, tf ) >  0 and since av     is positive, the convolution of

[AA!/Ax¿ + p{it)] and z/^ is nonnegative, so   ( [AAt/Axj + p] *wkix, t) tf, £ )

>_ 0 implies that
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{[AAiix, t)/Ax. + a'.(t))^, £,>0

where p'. (t) = /~/i! (z - s) u/(k2)(s) ds £ L\   J\0, «.)) is  bounded.     By passing

through the limit, with respect to the difference quotients we have

((oAi/dx) £   £) > -pp)(&   S>, 2- =   1,   2,   3,  • • • ,  72.

Similarly, we have  \(<9A¿/(9x .) £ rf ) < p./ (z) ( tf, f ),  and hence   | ( (ÓM j/dx.) £ £ ) |

< p;' (z) ( cf, £ ) .   Thus putting p.(z) = uQ(t) + Y2 S" = 1 // it), we then obtain (ii) '.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.  If a function A  on  E" and its derivatives in the distribution sense

are bounded, then the smoothed functions A,   and dA./dx. (j = 1, 2, • • -, n) are

uniformly bounded (independent of k), where A, = A * w,   and w,   is a mollifier.

It is easy to prove this lemma, so we omit the proof here (cf. [6]).

Now consider the Cauchy problem

/O d<p " .dtp „

dt     r-i    kdx.      *
2= 1 2

(6) (p(x, 0) = 0

for any given function F e C°°(3)) with compact support.   It is well known in the

classical theory that the solution  0  of (5) and (6) (depending on k) is sufficiently

smooth and has compact support.   This support is also independent of k.   Here

AÏ   and B*  are the smooth matrices associated with the matrices A1 and the trans-

pose B* of B  respectively.

By assuming (ii)   in Lemma 1, we prove that for the solution (f>,   of the Cauchy

problem (5), (6), integrals Iq/h5(<7V <Pk)dxds and (' ff/s((9<pfe/(9x¿, d<pk/dx{)dxds

ate bounded uniformly (independent  of   k).    We  start from  the  following

lemma about the energy inequality.

Lemma 3.   Let  cf> with compact support in E"  be a solution of the Cauchy

problem

3<p       *        .3d,
(5) --+ Y Al,---B*,<f> = F,

at       f-f    kf)x.        k
2= 1 I

(7) <p(x, 0) = ifj(x)

for any given if/ € C!° (En) and F € C°° (3)) with compact support.   Suppose that

the coefficients of (5) satisfy the condition (ii)   in Lemma 1.   Then the inequality

JH    i<P> 4>) dx + f'0 fH     (<£> <P> dxds

(8) , ,

<e2X'(fHo('P^)dx+ft0fHs(F,F)dxds)
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holds for a sufficiently large À and for any  t £ [0, oo).

Proof.   It is obvious that

' idcfe     \        "     / . dcfe

implies

Kk^-tA^h-^*] dxds

= Jo Jh   ^F' <P^dxds-

By differentiating with respect to /,   we have

(9) ht y\dt' V+ % \d7 u*^' v+ {Bk^ 0>| ̂ = ht (-F^} dx-

ft is clear that

kt^,^*!"- kíkA')*-*)4"* k te*)*
and

so we have

Since  0 e C°°(ÍD) has compact support in  E",  we see that

dl) -   f    (cfe,cfe)dx=2   f    ( — ,cfe)dx.\cp,cp,ax=¿   fu   i,—, <p/«ï.
z

Set r/j = eA/t2  and / = + e_AiF  for a constant A (> 0).   Then (10) and (11) are sat-

isfied by v  instead of cfe and we have
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f h,* dx

+{HAikjL' A+(¿Tiv' v)+«Bk-x,)v' v>+(f- v>\ dx>
dx.

17=1 2
, <9x.

12=1 2

which is equivalent to (9), where 7 denotes the identity matrix.   Applying the iden-

tity (10), we then have

2fHt\Tt'v)dx^2k{f'v)dx+^t\2{

Therefore, by the virtue of (11), we get

fHt(v,v)dx=2fHt(f, v)dx+  fH(

n    dA\

1=1 2

v, v dx.

d_

dt
2= 1 7

Integrating this identity with respect to Z  from  0 to  Z,  we have

JH   (v, v)dx-  JH    (v, v)dx

(12)
n   dA'L'

2fo L </.»>**+£ JL (K+£-, dx.
7=1 7

~2A   /o   Íhs{V' v^dxds.

By v(x, 0) = cf)(x, 0) = \f/(x), we have

f r
JH   (v- v)dx-  Jh    (if/, if/)dx

* £ /«. i/i2«"*«** + So L wvwà*

p f 2R    + V_Í
fe   f-; ax.

1=1 2

v, vjdxds- 2À   P    f     (y, z,) (Íxí/s

where we assume that g(t) (4 0)  together with g    1(t) is an arbitrary locally'

square integrable function on [0, oo).   Therefore we have
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JHt (v> v)dx+ £  jH    (v, v)dxds

<  fH    <<A, ife)dx+ £ fH    g-2is)\f\2dxds

dx ds.+1; iHyis)+i-2>,][v\2äxds+£ sHs (LBk+£^±y v

Choose git) such that g  it) = 2À - 2pit) - 1 >_ 1   for a sufficiently large  A, where

pit) is such a function as in Lemma 1.   Then

b, <V> V>dx+  So   Ls {V- v)dxds<  fHo W> <P>dx+  Íq   fHsg'2is)\f\2dxds

or

J    (cfe, cfe)dx+  £   ¡Hs (cfe, cfe)dxds

<e2^[iHo(<P,<fe)dx+  /;  fHjF,F)dxds].

This proves our lemma.

An analogous inequality is satisfied by energy integrals  ||w(i)||.   defined as

IMdilj- (SHi\u\2 + \D'u\2)dx)y2,

where  Dlu = 2* , du/dx. and   |D!a|2 = ln .   \du/dx.\2.   It follows that
z=l z ' ' z=l    ' z'

Lemma 4.   Under the assumption in the Theorem,  the solution cfe of (5), (7)

with compact support satisfies the following inequality:

<t

(13)

fHii\cfe\2 + \D'cfe\2)dx+ £ (Hsi\cfe\2+\D^\2)dxds

: Ce"* [jHfl (|<A| 2 + \D VI 2)zzV +   £  /^ (|F| 2 + ID1^ 2) aWs]

or simply denoted by

Uit)\\\+ /;il<Ms)||2^<Ce4*<(||,A||2+ £\\Fis)\\\ds\

where  C is a constant and À z's sufficiently large.

Proof.  Recall the equation

(5) Lcfe^Ak~ + i-~Bk(P=F-
T""i    R dx.     dt
2=1 I
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Differentiating (5) with respect to x.,  we have

(14)
d<f>       "d<f>    oA'k    dB*        aF

L — + >   — •-4> = — ■
dx.     t"^ dx.     dx.      dx. dx.

7        2=1 2 7 7 7

For brevity, we put  V = £*_, dd)/dx . = D  <f> and then

LV = DlF + DlB*
fe

Y _L. dM|! = h,     say.
^dx. k y
7= 1 Z

It is evident that h  is continuous and has compact support, thus by the same

argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, we obtain

f     (U, U)dx-   f     (U, U)dx
JHt JH0

= 2   P   f,     <e~Xs7>, U>rfx<fc
JO    JHS   '

where U = e       V (A > 0).   Clearly we see

f„   <t7, Ü)dx-f     (U, U)dx
Jtl  f Jtl Q

<2   f   f     (e"Xs/7, U)dxds+   P   f    <(2íx(s)-2A)ty, l/>¿x¿s
JO    Jn c JO    t/n _

2ti fH*-*s ((Dlp+DlBl*-Z2DlAi)>&*dsr*±nUi
, áx.

2=1 I

+  P   L    i(2p(s) - 2\) U, U)dxds
JO    JH s

♦J.7«-""-Z<90   :

ox.
D A'|2 • g~z(s)dxds

+ fo   L    (3«2(s)- 2À+ 2txU))|{7|2 ¿x¿s,

where g(z) is locally integrable and nowhere zero in  [0, oo).   Let M  be the bound
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of DlA'k ii = 1, 2, ••■, n) and C the bound of DiB*..   It is known that M  and C

ate independent of k.   Choose g is) = (1/3) [2À - 2p(s) - 1 - M] >  1   for a suffi-

ciently large A.   Then

f     (U, U)dx +il + M)   Ç'   f      (U, U)dxds
JHt JO   JHs

< £    (U, U)dx+ £ £    (DlF, DlF)dxds

+ cio L<**>***>+ M£ Le'2Xs¿ /sr- 57 ^
,  \dx.   ox.

7=1      X I Z

or

£   \D'cfe\2dx+e2^ £ £    e-2^\Dlcfe\2dxds
t S

<e2"{fHo\DWdx + £ £s\D^F\2dxds+C£  £^ dx ds) .

Thus

JHjD1<p|2a'x+ £ £jD'cfe\2dxds

{l^  <e2^{£Q\DWdx+£ £^F\2dxds+C£ £s\cfe\2dxds).

Multiplying (8) by (1 4- Ce2*1) and then adding to (15), we obtain

£ti\cfe\2+\D^\2)dx+ £ £si\cfe\2+\D^cfe\2)dxds+Ce2^£    \cfe\2 dx

^e2A'{/Ho(l,A|2+lí)V|2)^+Joí/^(|F|2+|D1F|2)a'xa'sl

+ce4Xí{L0w2dx+f;sHs\F\2dxds}-

Therefore,

fH[ (|<p| 2 + \D^cfe\2)dx + £  J^ (|<p| 2 + |D V,| 2)dxds

**l {fHoi\ÏÏ2+\Dl<fe\2)dx+ £ ¿s (|F| 2+10^1 2) ¿x^l

where M   = max(e      , Ce4*0.   The constant C  can be taken as larger than 1, so

M    is chosen as M   = Ce

4.   Proof of the main theorem.   The weak solution a  of the equation (4) sat-

isfies the following equality:
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(16) f;fHs[±/A^+(^)-(BdXij
u,<p)\ dx ds

jH    <"- <f>)dx- jH   (u, <p)dx = 0

for any cf> £ C°°(3)) with compact support in 3) and for any fixed Z £ [0, °o).   We

have to prove that u vanishes indentically in 3) under our assumption.   It sufficies

to show that f™ fns   (u, F) dx dt = 0 for any  F £ C°°(3))  with compact support in

3).   Let <f>k be the solution of (5),  (6).   Then (16) holds for cp = <pfe.

By (5) and (16),

it f„J«, F)dxds=f; fHs(u, F)dxds

n       . °4>k     d<P

tt'ï'ir'T-ft"
2=1

» dtp,      d<f>,

dx.       ds ^k   >
t= 1 27.7». A Z/

- fnSu> $k)dx + ffj, ("' ^k)dx'

where 77   is the support of F  in 77 .   Since  0,   vanishes on the hyperplane 77.

and has compact support in H ,  we have

/;  J      (u, F)dxds

<p f-Jo   JH.

dtp,
dx ds

(17) + /o   fH^\iu,(Bl-B*)cpk)\dxds + SHHu,d,k)\dx

dcp.=   P   P
JO    JH.

dx ds

2= 1

£ J?, '<* (B£ - B*}^>l ** + fnt K"' Ö *
It follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that

£/*.<****>** -d j;fHStl~/~\dxds
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are uniformly bounded (independent of k).   On the other hand,  AÎ —> A'  (i = 1, 2,

■ • • , 72) and B* — B* (k -* 00) in L2-norm on îff C 3).   Therefore, for u £ L2oc&»,

P   PJO   JH.

" dtp,,

¿=1
<9x.

dx ds

<||a||    ,-       Vf   L
- "    ML2(Hf) )¿-i   JO    JH

f z=l
(Al-A')-±K dx.

dx ds

and

Jo' /»J<- iBl-B*Hk)\dxds<WL2(fJt) (/; J^ |(ßl- B*)cfek\2 dxdsf

—► 0    as  k —» 00.

By (iii) the last term on the right-hand side of (17) can be estimated as follows:

for any positive a.   Therefore,

Vi

< ¿A U
k"L2(Ht)

= 0.

I      I      (zz, F)dx ds
I Jo   JHS x        '

which together with Lemma 3 yields

lim      P   i     lu, F)dxds
«_«, I Jo  Jhsx        '

This proves that the weak solution   a vanishes identically on J).
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